//product info
// LIGHT SHAPING TOOLS

22“ ACW Beauty DIsh WHITE
Code no. 8607
// The metal body is designed to accommodate a large honeycomb with a
diameter of 22‘‘/56 cm. This makes targeted light possible and increases the
possible applications.
// The metal honeycomb clicks into the edge of the reflector and is held in place
by two metal clips for simple handling and effective performance
// The deflector can be replaced by a 7“ metal honeycomb
// The Beauty Dish generates round, natural eye reflexes
// Ideal for portraits, weddings, beauty, fashion, nursery and school photography
// Robust enough for outdoor use
// The ideal keylight when combined with reflecting screens
// Lightweight aluminium construction with low weight and low area to be caught
by the wind
// None of the assembly work required for softboxes.
// Particularly recommended for Integra Plus compact flashes and EH Pro Mini
flash heads
// Accessories can be changed without tools in seconds
// Transportable with all the bits and bobs in a sturdy transport bag
Applications:
// ACW + deflector = soft light with wide angle dispersion
// ACW + deflector + 22‘‘ honeycomb = accentuated, targeted light with
narrow diffusion angle and soft flow out towards the edges
// ACW + 7‘‘ honeycomb = clearly accentuated, targeted light in the middle
and clear flow out towards the edges
// ACW + 7‘‘ honeycomb + 22‘‘ honeycomb = clearly accentuated, targeted
light in the middle and extreme flow out towards the edges
Optional accessories:
The light characteristics can also be influenced using diffusors or colour filters,
which can be used in the 7‘‘ format in the filter holder provided. A range of four
different 7‘‘ honeycombs and two 22“ honeycombs increases the possibilities
even further.
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